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Abstract
Let C be an in"nite, "nitely generated group. We prove that for any "nite subset A of C the following
inequality is true:
DAD) +
c|/A
dist (e, c),
where dist (e, c) is a distance in C of c to the identity element e, and LA is a boundary of A. This inequality
implies that the volume form on the universal cover of a compact Riemannian manifold with in"nite
fundamental group has a primitive of at most linear growth. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let C be an in"nite discrete group generated by a "nite subset S, which we suppose to be
symmetric, i.e. S"S~1. For a "nite subset A of C let DAD be the number of its elements and LA its
boundary, i.e.
LA"McNA; there exists s3S such that sc3AN.
0040-9383/00/$ - see front matter ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. The intersection of the geodesic g with the set A.
Let e be the identity element in C and let dist (e, c) denote the distance from c to e with respect to the
set S, i.e. the minimal number of elements from S needed to represent c. The distance between c and
c@ is de"ned as dist (c, c@)"dist (e, c ) c@~1), i.e. we consider a right invariant distance.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following isoperimetric inequality, conjectured by Sikorav
[6].
Theorem 1. For any xnite subset A of C the following holds:
DAD) +
c|/A
dist (e, c). (1)
Remark. (1) Up to a positive constant, inequality (1) is trivially satis"ed for non-amenable groups
(see [2]).
(2) Because of C-invariance, inequality (1) implies that for any c
0
3C we have
DAD) +
c|/A
dist (c
0
, c).
But for c
0
3A and c3LA we have dist (c
0
, c) diam (A)#1, where diam (A) is the diameter of the
set A. Thus Theorem 1 implies the following isoperimetric inequality:
DAD)(diam (A)#1) DLAD, (2)
where DLAD is the number of elements in its boundary. The inequality (2) was proved in [1].
1.1. The idea behind the proof
Now, we would like to present the idea behind the proof which will be expanded upon in later
sections.
Let us consider any geodesic g in the group C. By the triangular inequality one has
DgWAD) +
c|(/AWg)
dist (c, e), (3)
where DgWAD is the number of intersection points of g with A (see Fig. 1). Now we will show, that if
we choose an invariant measure k on a non-empty set of geodesics G, +
g|G
DgWAD k(g) is equal to DAD
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and +
g|G
+c|(/AWg)dist (c, e)k (g) is equal to +c|/Adist (c, e). Thus the isoperimetric inequality (1)
follows from the inequality (3).
The proof of the isoperimetric inequality is given in Section 2 and the measure k is constructed in
Section 3. Finally in Section 4, we mention some geometric consequences of Theorem 1.
2. The proof of the isoperimetric inequality
Let G be any non-empty subset of bi-in"nite (parametrized or not) geodesics in C which is
C-invariant. Let GLG be the set of geodesics of G containing e.
LetF be the right-invariant family of those subsets BLG which are covered by a "nite number
of translations of G (these subsets we call measurable), i.e. for BLG, the subset B belongs to F if
there exist c
1
,2,cn3C such that
BLGc
1
XGc
2
X2XGc
n
.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need a "nitely additive measure k onF, satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) k is right invariant, i.e. k (Bc)"k (B) for B3F and c3C,
(ii) k is "nitely additive, i.e. k (B
1
XB
2
)"k (B
1
)#k (B
2
)!k (B
1
WB
2
) for B
1
,B
2
3F, and k (G)"1.
An example of the triple (G,F,k) is constructed in Section 3. Using any triple (G,F,k) we can
prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let J be the set of all possible intersections of geodesics fromGwith the subset
ALC and its boundary, i.e.
J"MgW(AXLA);g3GN.
This set is "nite. For a given intersection I3J, let G
I
be the set of geodesics in G whose intersection
with AXLA is I, i.e.
G
I
"Mg3G; gW(AXLA)"IN.
The sets G
I
are measurable, i.e. G
I
3F. For I
1
OI
2
3J we have
G
I1
WG
I2
"0
and for a given c3(AXLA) one has
Z
I|J,c|I
G
I
"Gc.
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Thus for c3(AXLA) by the properties of the measure k one has
+
I|J, c|I
k (G
I
)"k (Gc)"1. (4)
Let DIWAD denote the number of elements of I which are in A. Then from (4) one has
+
I|J
DIWADk (G
I
)"+
I|J
+
c|A,c|I
k (G
I
)
"+
c|A
+
I|J,c|I
k (G
I
)
"+
c|A
1
"DAD.
On the other hand, from (4) one also has
+
I|J
+
c|(IW/A)
dist (e, c)k (G
I
)" +
c|/A
dist (e, c) +
I|J,c|I
k (G
I
)
" +
c|/A
dist (e, c).
Thus in order to prove the isoperimetric inequality (1) we need only prove that
DAWID) +
c|(/AWI)
dist (e, c).
If I has an empty intersection with A then this is clear. Otherwise let us consider a geodesic g3G
whose intersection with AXLA is I, i.e. I"gW(AXLA).
Let c
1
and c
2
be the "rst and the last points of intersection of g with LA (see Fig. 1). They exist
and are di!erent because g has a non-empty intersection with A. Thus,
DAWID)dist (c
1
, c
2
) dist (c
1
, e)#dist (c
2
, e) +
c|(/AWI)
dist (c, e),
which ends the proof of the isoperimetric inequality. h
3. The construction of a measure on a subset of geodesics
In this section we "rst construct a subset of parametrized geodesics and then construct a "nitely
additive measure on a certain family of its subsets.
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3.1. A subset of geodesics
We will be interested in bi-in"nite geodesics, so "rst we prove the following:
Lemma 1. For each element c of C there is at least one bi-inxnite geodesic which passes through c.
Proof. We can suppose that c"e. First of all we prove that there exists at least one geodesic
starting at e which is in"nite in one direction. This is because for each n3N we can construct
a geodesic of length n starting at e, and in order to have an in"nite geodesic l, we can use the
diagonal extraction argument (the group C is "nitely generated). Now, using translations of l we
can obtain a sequence of geodesics l
n
which pass through e, such that on one side of e the geodesic
l
n
is in"nite and on the other side its length is n. Using the diagonal extraction argument again we
can obtain a bi-in"nite geodesic which passes through e. h
Now let g
0
be one of the bi-in"nite geodesics which passes through e.
The set of geodesics G that we want to consider consists of parameterized geodesics which are
right translations of g
0
by the elements of C, i.e.
G"Mg
0
c; c3CN.
Because we are considering parameterized geodesics, for cOc@ we have
g
0
cOg
0
c@. (5)
In the next subsection, we will consider the sets G andF associated to G, and de"ne a measure
k on F satisfying (i) and (ii) as in Section 2.
3.2. The construction of a measure
Let m be a "nitely additive measure on all subsets of Z which is invariant by translations and
such that m (Z)"1 (for the existence of such a measure see for instance [3]). We use the measure
m to construct the measure k.
The geodesic g
0
is a sequence Mc
i
N
i|Z
of elements of C such that
dist (c
i
, c
j
)"Di!jD.
Thus there is a natural bijection t : g
0
PZ between elements of g
0
and integers given by
t(c
i
)"i
for c
i
3g
0
.
Because we are considering parameterized geodesics, inequality (5) holds and each geodesic in
G can be represented by a unique element in C. All elements of C which correspond to G are in
a natural correspondence with elements of g
0
, i.e.
G"Mg
0
c~1: c3g
0
N.
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Thus one can de"ne a natural bijection W :GPZ between elements of G and integers given by
W(g
0
c~1)"t(c)
for g
0
c~13G.
This correspondence can be naturally extended to Gc@"Mg
0
c~1c@: c3g
0
N, i.e. there is a natural
bijection Wc{ : Gc@PZ between elements of Gc@ and the integers given by
Wc{(g0c~1c@)"t(c)
for g
0
c~1c@3Gc@. In particular W
e
"W.
The bijection Wc{ and the measure m enable us to de"ne a measure mGc{ for every subset BLGc@.
Namely, for BLGc@ we de"ne
m
Gc{(B)"m (Wc{(B)).
Now we de"ne the measure k. For B3F, i.e. BLGc
1
X2XGc
n
the measure k is de"ned in the
following way:
k (B)"m
Gc1(BWGc1)#mGc2((BWGc2)CGc1)#2
#m
Gci((BWGci)C(Gc1X2XGci~1))#2
#m
Gcn((BWGcn)C(Gc1X2XGcn~1)).
All properties of k (right C-invariance, "nite additivity and k (G)"1) are clear as soon as we
prove that k is well de"ned. Indeed, "nite additivity of k follows from "nite additivity of measures
m
Gci and k (G)"mG (G)"m (Z)"1. Finally, we have Bc"Gc1cX2XGcnc and thus
k (Bc)"m
Gc1c(BcWGc1c)#2#mGcnc((BcWGcnc)C(Gc1cX2XGcnc))
"m
Gc1(BWGc1)#2#mGcn((BWGcn)C(Gc1X2XGcn))
"k (B)
which proves right C-invariance of k. Thus we need to show
Proposition 1. The measure k is well dexned, i.e. its dexnition does not depend on the covering or its
order.
Proof. First of all we note that we need only prove that the de"nition does not depend on the order
of the covering. Indeed if we have two coverings
BLGc
i1
X2XGc
in
(6)
and
BLGc
j1
X2XGc
jk
(7)
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one can consider the two coverings
BLGc
i1
X2XGc
in
XGc
j1
X2XGc
jk
, (8)
BLGc
j1
X2XGc
jk
XGc
i1
X2XGc
in
. (9)
Thus the de"nition of k (B) is the same for coverings (6) and (8) by construction. And similarly the
de"nition of k (B) is the same for coverings (7) and (9). But coverings (8) and (9) are di!erent from
each other only by their order.
Now any permutation can be represented by neighboring transpositions. Thus in order to prove
that k is well de"ned it is enough to prove that the de"nition of k (B) is the same for the two
coverings
BLGc
1
X2XGc
i~1
XGc
i
XGc
i‘1
XGc
i‘2
X2XGc
n
, (10)
BLGc
1
X2XGc
i~1
XGc
i‘1
XGc
i
XGc
i‘2
X2XGc
in
. (11)
By de"nition of k (B) with respect to coverings (10) and (11) we have to show that
m
Gci((BWGci)C(Gc1X2XGci~1))#mGci‘1((BWGci‘1)C(Gc1X2XGci~1XGci))
"m
Gci‘1((BWGci‘1)C(Gc1X2XGci~1))#mGci((BWGci)C(Gc1X2XGci~1XGci‘1)).
This is equivalent to showing that for BLGc
1
XGc
2
the de"nition of k (B) does not depend on the
order of covering, i.e.
m
Gc1(BWGc1)#mGc2((BWGc2)CGc1)"mGc2(BWGc2)#mGc1((BWGc1)CGc2).
But as
m
Gc1(BWGc1)"mGc1(BWGc1WGc2)#mGc1((BWGc1)CGc2)
and
m
Gc2(BWGc2)"mGc2(BWGc2WGc1)#mGc2((BWGc2)CGc1)
we only need to prove that
m
Gc1(BWGc1WGc2)"mGc2(BWGc1WGc2).
Thus we can suppose that BLGc
1
WGc
2
. Then we have to prove
Lemma 2. For BLGc
1
WGc
2
one has
m
Gc1(B)"mGc2(B). (12)
Proof. In order to prove this we analyze the bijections Wc1 and Wc2 of B to subsets of Z, for B seen
as a subset of Gc
1
and Gc
2
. We prove that the two subsets of Z thus obtained are very similar and
therefore that their measure m is the same. Let us consider an element of B, i.e. a geodesic g
0
c. We
have then:
g
0
c"g
0
(cc~1
1
) c
1
"g
0
(cc~1
2
) c
2
.
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Thus,
Wc1(g0c)"Wc1(g0 (cc~11 ) c1)"t (c1c~1)
and
Wc2(g0c)"Wc2(g0 (cc~12 ) c2)"t (c2c~1).
So
dist(Wc1 (g0c),Wc2 (g0c))"dist (t (c1c~1),t (c2c~1))
"dist (c
1
c~1,c
2
c~1)
"dist (c
1
,c
2
),
which is independent of c. This means that the subsets Ma1
i
N, Ma2
i
N of Z which correspond to B seen
as a subset of Gc
1
and Gc
2
satisfy the following:
Da1
i
!a2
i
D"dist (c
1
, c
2
)"c. (13)
We will prove that this su$ces to show that
m(Ma1
i
N)"m(Ma2
i
N)
as required.
By (13) we have Ma1
i
N"D1XE1, Ma2
i
N"D2XE2 with D1WE1"D2WE2"0 and
D1#c"D2,
E1!c"E2.
Thus by "nite additivity of m and its invariance by translations
m (Ma1
i
N)"m (D1XE1)"m (D1)#m (E1)"m (D1#c)#m (E1!c)
"m (D2)#m (E2)"m (D2XE2)"m (Ma2
i
N).
This ends the proof of Proposition 1. h
Remark. (1) Instead of parameterized geodesics, one could consider unparameterized geodesics.
Then it can happen that the set G is "nite, i.e.
DGD(R.
But this implies that each B3F is "nite, i.e.
DBD(R.
Then one can de"ne the measure k in the following way:
k (B)"DBD
DGD
.
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This certainly simpli"es the proof. So one can ask the following question:
Question 1. For which groups can we choose a geodesic g
0
in such a way that there are only xnitely
many diwerent translations of g
0
(diwerent as unparameterized geodesics), containing e?
(2) In this section we constructed a measure k on a very special subset G of all bi-in"nite
geodesics. It is natural to ask if one can do this for the set of all geodesics, i.e.
Question 2. Is it possible to construct the measure k on the set of all bi-inxnite geodesics in the group
C, such that
(a) k(geodesics passing through e)"1 and
(b) k is C-invariant?
(3) In Section 3.2 in order to construct a measure on the subset of geodesics we had to use
a translation invariant measure m de"ned on all subsets of Z. For a subset Ma
i
N of Z, its measure
m(Ma
i
N) can be de"ned as
m (Ma
i
N)" lim
n?‘=
dMa
i
; a
i
3[!n,n]N
2n#1 , (14)
where the limit is taken with respect to some ultra-"lter u (the existence of a measure m is
equivalent to the existence of a non-trivial ultra-"lter). However it is possible to prove the
isoperimetric inequality without the use of an ultra-"lter. This can be done in the following way.
Without going with n to in"nity in (14), but for n su$ciently large, we can de"ne a measure on the
set of geodesics. This measure is not C-invariant. But for a given ALC and for any e’0, we
can "nd n large enough so that all equalities in the proof of the isoperimetric inequality hold, up
to e. As e is arbitrarily small, this proves the desired fact for the subset A, and thus for all subsets
of C.
(4) Instead of inequality (1) we could consider the following inequality:
DAD)c +
c|/A
(dist (e, c))d, (15)
where c is a positive constant and 0)d)1. Inequality (1) shows that (15) holds for any group with
c"d"1. But for some groups d can be smaller. For instance, for non-amenable groups (15) holds
with d"0. On the other hand, for groups with polynomial growth, d has to be equal to 1. To see
this, it is enough to consider the sequence of balls. So for the group C let dC be the in"mum of d for
which (15) holds.
Question 3. Are there xnitely generated groups for which dC is strictly between 0 and 1? What is dC for
a group of intermediate growth constructed in [4]?
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4. Some geometric consequences
Now, we present a consequence of inequality (1) which is due to Sikorav (see [6]).
Let Mn be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n and let MI n be its universal cover with
the induced Riemannian metric. Let vol denote the volume form on MI n. Assume that MI n is not
compact. Let us consider a primitive a of the form vol, i.e. da" vol. In [7] Sullivan de"nes the
notion of a growth of the di!erential form (see also [5]). As was proved in [6], Theorem 1 has the
following consequence:
Theorem 2. Let Mn be a compact Riemannian manifold whose fundamental group n
1
(Mn) is inxnite.
Then there exists a primitive of the volume form on the universal cover MI n, which has at most linear
growth.
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